Abstract: Heat exchanger performance can be improved via the introduction of vortex generators to the airside surface, based on the mechanism that the generated longitudinal vortices can disrupt the boundary layer growth, increase the turbulence intensity and produce secondary fluid flows over the heat transfer surfaces. The key objective of this paper is to provide a critical overview of published works relevant to such heat transfer surfaces. Different types of vortex generator are presented, and key experimental techniques and numerical methodologies are summarized. Flow phenomena associated with vortex generators embedded, attached, punched or mounted on heat transfer surfaces are investigated, and the thermohydraulic performance (heat transfer and pressure drop) of four different heat exchangers (flat plate, finned circular-tube, finned flat-tube and finned oval-tube) with various vortex-generator geometries, is discussed for different operating conditions. Furthermore, the thermohydraulic performance of heat transfer surfaces with recently proposed vortex generators is outlined and suggestions on using vortex generators for airside heat transfer augmentation are presented. In general, the airside heat transfer surface performance can be substantially enhanced by vortex generators, but their impact can also be significantly influenced by many parameters, such as Reynolds number, tube geometry (shape, diameter, pitch, inline/staggered configuration), fin type (plane/wavy/composite, with or without punched holes), and vortex-generator geometry (shape, length, height, pitch, attack angle, aspect ratio, and configuration). The finned flat-tube and finned oval-tube heat exchangers with recently proposed vortex generators usually show better thermohydraulic performance than finned circular tube heat exchangers. Current heat exchanger optimization approaches are usually based on the thermohydraulic performance alone. However, to ensure quick returns on investment, heat exchangers with complex geometries and surface vortex generators, should be optimized using cost-based objective functions that consider the thermohydraulic performance alongside capital cost, running cost of the system as well as safety and compliance with relevant international standards for different applications.
Introduction
Heat exchangers are used for heat transfer between two or more fluids with temperature difference, which are widely used in many diverse industries and applications, including the process and chemical industries, transportation, air conditioning and refrigeration [1] . High-efficiency heat exchangers can reduce the fluid inventory, cost of materials and energy consumption, leading to increased efficiency and return on investment, and lower environmental impacts. Significant research has been carried out to date on improving heat exchanger performance since the first published paper on the subject by Joule in 1861 [2] . For the typical applications of an air-cooled heat exchanger, due to the inherently lower thermal conductivity of gas, and thus the lower heat transfer coefficient, than that of liquid [8, 12, 14] .
Alongside the four main types, several other VGs have been proposed and investigated in recent years. Wang et al. [6, 9] , Lin et al. [15] and Gong et al. [16] proposed annular winglets and waveelement VGs, as shown in Figure 2a , particularly for application to finned-tube heat exchangers. He et al. [17] proposed V-deployed VG arrays, as shown in Figure 2b , to emulate locomotion of animals in nature. Zhou et al. [18, 19] investigated several straight-and curved-surface winglet VGs with or without punched holes, namely: rectangular winglet, trapezoidal winglet, delta winglet, curved rectangular winglet, curved trapezoidal winglet and curved delta winglet, as shown in Figure 2c , respectively abbreviated as RW, TW, DW, CRW, CTW and CDW. Lotfi et al. [20, 21] considered the application of four different VG types on smooth wavy-finned oval-tube heat exchangers, as shown in Figure 2d , which were the rectangular trapezoidal winglet, angle rectangular winglet, curved angle rectangular winglet and wheeler wishbone, respectively abbreviated as RTW, ARW, CARW and WW. Wu et al. [22] proposed composite fin designs incorporating VGs on slit fins, as shown in Figure  2e . All the newly proposed VGs demonstrate improvements to the thermohydraulic performance of the heat exchangers. Of particular note is the novel longitudinal tube fin designs proposed by Stehlík et al. [10] , shown in Figure 2f , which provides the heat transfer intensification through the increased heat transfer area and the flow turbulence, and could have the applications in heat recovery in power plants, where fin geometry and enhancement can effectively reduce the heat exchanger size and costs.
(a) (b) (c) Figure 1 . Common vortex generators and the associated geometrical definitions [8, 12, 14] .
Alongside the four main types, several other VGs have been proposed and investigated in recent years. Wang et al. [6, 9] , Lin et al. [15] and Gong et al. [16] proposed annular winglets and wave-element VGs, as shown in Figure 2a , particularly for application to finned-tube heat exchangers. He et al. [17] proposed V-deployed VG arrays, as shown in Figure 2b , to emulate locomotion of animals in nature. Zhou et al. [18, 19] investigated several straight-and curved-surface winglet VGs with or without punched holes, namely: rectangular winglet, trapezoidal winglet, delta winglet, curved rectangular winglet, curved trapezoidal winglet and curved delta winglet, as shown in Figure 2c , respectively abbreviated as RW, TW, DW, CRW, CTW and CDW. Lotfi et al. [20, 21] considered the application of four different VG types on smooth wavy-finned oval-tube heat exchangers, as shown in Figure 2d , which were the rectangular trapezoidal winglet, angle rectangular winglet, curved angle rectangular winglet and wheeler wishbone, respectively abbreviated as RTW, ARW, CARW and WW. Wu et al. [22] proposed composite fin designs incorporating VGs on slit fins, as shown in Figure 2e . All the newly proposed VGs demonstrate improvements to the thermohydraulic performance of the heat exchangers. Of particular note is the novel longitudinal tube fin designs proposed by Stehlík et al. [10] , shown in Figure 2f , which provides the heat transfer intensification through the increased heat transfer area and the flow turbulence, and could have the applications in heat recovery in power plants, where fin geometry and enhancement can effectively reduce the heat exchanger size and costs. [8, 12, 14] .
Alongside the four main types, several other VGs have been proposed and investigated in recent years. Wang et al. [6, 9] , Lin et al. [15] and Gong et al. [16] proposed annular winglets and waveelement VGs, as shown in Figure 2a , particularly for application to finned-tube heat exchangers. He et al. [17] proposed V-deployed VG arrays, as shown in Figure 2b , to emulate locomotion of animals in nature. Zhou et al. [18, 19] investigated several straight-and curved-surface winglet VGs with or without punched holes, namely: rectangular winglet, trapezoidal winglet, delta winglet, curved rectangular winglet, curved trapezoidal winglet and curved delta winglet, as shown in Figure 2c , respectively abbreviated as RW, TW, DW, CRW, CTW and CDW. Lotfi et al. [20, 21] considered the application of four different VG types on smooth wavy-finned oval-tube heat exchangers, as shown in Figure 2d , which were the rectangular trapezoidal winglet, angle rectangular winglet, curved angle rectangular winglet and wheeler wishbone, respectively abbreviated as RTW, ARW, CARW and WW. Wu et al. [22] proposed composite fin designs incorporating VGs on slit fins, as shown in Figure  2e . All the newly proposed VGs demonstrate improvements to the thermohydraulic performance of the heat exchangers. Of particular note is the novel longitudinal tube fin designs proposed by Stehlík et al. [10] , shown in Figure 2f , which provides the heat transfer intensification through the increased heat transfer area and the flow turbulence, and could have the applications in heat recovery in power plants, where fin geometry and enhancement can effectively reduce the heat exchanger size and costs. [6, 9, 15, 16] . (b) V-deployed VG array [17] . (c) Curved winglet VGs with or without punched holes [18, 19] . (d) Wavy fin and oval-tube bank with mounted VGs [20, 21] . (e) Composite fin with VGs and slit fin [22] . (f) Longitudinally finned tubes by Stehlík et al. [10] .
Experimental and Numerical Methods

Experiment Techniques
Experimentation is so important in engineering and science that the researchers should be familiar with the measurement methods and the analysis techniques for data reduction. Measurement of thermohydraulic performance frequently require accurate flow rate, pressure and temperature measurements. The experiment techniques investigating the thermohydraulic performance of the airside heat transfer surfaces include laser light sheets (LLS), laser doppler velocimetry (LDV), hot-wire anemometry, particle image velocimetry (PIV), liquid crystal thermography (LCT), the naphthalene sublimation technique and infrared thermography. Table 1 indicates the representative experiment techniques for flow rate, pressure and temperature measurements in chronological order. These experiment techniques commonly concentrate on the extended fin surfaces, regardless of the tube type of heat exchanger, and one technique can be used for different heat transfer surfaces and different VGs; therefore, these techniques are not separately presented based on the types of either the tube or the VGs. In this section, we seek to demonstrate the experimental methods and show the generalized experimental systems, and pay particular attention to the measurements of flow visualization and temperature distribution, because they are very important for a deeper understanding of flow and heat transfer interactions. Garimella and Eibeck [23] Two different halfdelta wings in a horizontal channel.
700-5200
An array of 30 heated copper elements mounted on the detachable hatch in six spanwise rows for heat transfer.
Heat transfer enhancement, pressure drop.
Fiebig et al. [24] Delta and rectangular wings on a flat plate.
1360-2270
A laser light sheet used for the flow visualization, unsteady liquid crystal thermography to determine the local heat transfer coefficients.
Flow pattern, local heat transfer coefficient, drag coefficient, Colburn j-factor, normalized heat transfer enhancement.
Tiggelbeck et al. [25, 26] Single and double rows of half-delta wings on a flat plate.
1600-8000
Tracer particles of evaporating glycerine used for observations of the flow structure, laser light sheets to observe the visible flow field, a liquid crystal thermography used for local heat transfer measurements.
Flow pattern and vortex property, local Nu number, average Nu number and drag coefficient. [6, 9, 15, 16] . (b) V-deployed VG array [17] . (c) Curved winglet VGs with or without punched holes [18, 19] . (d) Wavy fin and oval-tube bank with mounted VGs [20, 21] . (e) Composite fin with VGs and slit fin [22] . (f) Longitudinally finned tubes by Stehlík et al. [10] .
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Energies 2018, 11, 2737 5 of 45 Tiggelbeck et al. [25, 26] Single and double rows of half-delta wings on a flat plate.
1600-8000
Flow pattern and vortex property, local Nu number, average Nu number and drag coefficient.
Fiebig et al. [27] DWPs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
600-2700
A hot-wire anemometer at 2 mm intervals to measure the axial velocity, a liquid crystal thermography used for local heat transfer measurements.
Nu number distribution, local Nu number, average Nu number and apparent friction factor.
Tiggelbeck et al. [28] Delta wing, rectangular wing, DWPs and RWPs on a flat plate.
2000-9000
A thermochromic liquid crystal thermography to measure the local heat transfer on the wall.
Local Nu number.
Fiebig et al. [29] DWPs in finned circular and flat-tube heat exchangers.
600-3000
A liquid crystal thermography used for local heat transfer measurements.
Gentry and Jacobi [30] Delta wings on a flat plate. 600, 800, 1000
A laser light sheet used for flow visualization, naphthalene sublimation experiments to provide convection coefficients.
Sherwood number, drag coefficient.
Kotcioglu et al. [31] RWPs on a flat plate. 3000-30,000
A smoke generator used for laminar main flow visualization in a Hele-Shaw apparatus.
Flow pattern, average Nu number and friction factor.
Wang et al. [6, 9] Interrupted annular and delta winglets in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
500, 1500, 3300
Water tunnel apparatus used to visualize the flow pattern, a dye-injection technique with a digital video camera used for the flow visualization.
Flow pattern.
Torii et al. [32] [33] [34] DWPs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
350-2100
A stainless steel ribbon heating screen uniformly spread over an entire cross section at the inlet of the test section to heat the flow quickly and uniformly.
Colburn j-factor, friction factor.
Gentry and Jacobi [35] Delta wings on a flat plate. Velocity structure, near-wall flow parameters, average Nu number.
Leu et al. [39] RWPs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
400-3000
Dye-injection technique with a digital video camera used for the flow visualization, infrared thermal camera to measure temperature distribution, a precision hot-wire instrument to measure inlet velocity.
Temperature field, Nu number distribution, average heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop.
O'Brien et al. [40] DWPs in a finned oval-tube heat exchanger.
600-6500
A precision imaging infrared camera to measure the local fin surface temperature distributions, an inline precision mass flow meter to monitor the airflow rate.
Heat transfer coefficient distribution, average Nu number and friction factor.
Sommers and Jacobi [41] Delta wings in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
500-1300
An upstream cooling coil and a controlled steam injection system to control the temperature and humidity of the air, hot-bulb anemometry to measure the airflow velocity.
Overall thermal resistance, pressure-drop penalty, Colburn j-factor, Fanning friction factor, volume goodness factor, average frost density with time.
Pesteei et al. [42] DWPs in parallel plates with a single cylindrical obstacle.
2250
Total 23 thermocouples fitted on half section of the fin surface to measure the local temperature distribution.
Local heat transfer coefficient, average Nu number and apparent friction factor.
Shi et al. [43] DWPs in a finned flat-tube heat exchanger.
<3000
Naphthalene sublimation technique for heat-mass transfer analogy.
Nu number distribution, local Nu number, friction factor, JF factor. Allison and Dally [44] DWPs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
2600, 3400, 4600
Dye-injection technique with a digital video camera used for the flow visualization.
Colburn j-factor, Fanning friction factor, JF factor.
Wang et al. [45] RWPs on a flat plate. 3000-20,000 Deionized water as working fluid.
Local Nu number, average Nu number and friction factor, correlations for average Nu number and friction factor.
Joardar and Jacobi [46] DWPs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
220-960
An upstream cooling coil and a controlled steam injection system to control the temperature and humidity of the air, a static mixer at the fan outlet and a centrifugal mixer to ensure a thoroughly mixed flow of uniform temperature and humidity.
Average heat transfer coefficient, thermal resistance, pressure drop, Colburn j-factor, friction factor, volume goodness factor.
Tang et al. [47, 48] DWPs and mixed fins in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
4000-10,000
Steam-air system employed for the accomplishment of steam-to-air heat exchange, a Pitot-tube meter connected to an inclined draft gauges or U-tube water column manometer for measurement of the air flow rate.
Average Nu number and pressure drop, Colburn j-factor, friction factor, heat transfer performance comparison criteria, correlations of Nu number and friction factor.
Hernon and Patten [49] DWPs on a flat plate.
A constant temperature anemometer system to measure mean and fluctuation velocities.
Time-averaged local velocity, boundary layer thickness.
He et al. [17] V type DWPs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
1400-3400
A 6-junction, equally spaced thermocouple grid and another 12-junction grid used to detect the air temperatures at the inlet and downstream of the specimen, respectively.
Average heat transfer coefficient, pressure drop, Colburn j-factor, Fanning friction factor, area goodness and volume goodness factors.
Yang et al. [50] Delta wings, semi-circular wings, triangular wings and dimple wings on a flat plate.
120-600
A multiple nozzle code tester to measure the air flowrate, an air straightener equalizer and a mixer avoid and minimize the effect of flow maldistribution.
Average heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop, Colburn j-factor, friction factor, inverse Graetz number.
Promvonge et al. [51, 52] Combined ribs and winglets in a triangular ribbed channel.
5000-22,000
A multiple nozzle code tester based on the ASHRAE 41.2 standard to measure the air flowrate, an air straightener equalizer and a mixer avoid and minimize the effect of flow maldistribution.
Average Nu number and friction factor, performance evaluation criteria. Average Nu number and friction factor, local Nu number, secondary flow vector distribution.
Aris et al. [54] Delta wings in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
330-960
An orifice unit located after the fan to determine the air mass flow rate.
Average Nu number and Darcy friction factor.
Aris et al. [14] Delta wings on a flat plate.
1573-3712
A 16-mm thick copper block heated by two cartridge heaters to obtain a uniform temperature condition, an infrared camera to acquire surface temperature distribution.
Local Nu number, average Nu number and apparent friction factor.
Wu and Tao [55] Delta wings and punched holes on a flat plate.
500-2000
A thermocouple mesh with eight thermocouples to measure the nearly uniform inlet air temperature distribution, a thermocouples mesh with 16 thermocouples to measure the outlet temperature distribution, 16 thermocouples embedded in the upper and lower sheets to measure the wall temperature distribution.
Temperature distribution, average Nu number.
Zhou and Ye [18] RWPs, TWPs, DWPs, CTWPs on a flat plate. 700-26,800
A thermocouple mesh with 12 T-type thermocouples to measure the outlet temperature distribution, 21 T-type thermocouples embedded in the copper plate to measure the wall temperature distribution.
Average Nu number and friction factor.
Wu et al. [56] DWPs in a novel finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
A nozzle flow meter to measure the air flowrate.
Average heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop.
Zhou and Feng [19] RWPs, TWPs, DWPs, CTWPs with or without holes on winglet on a flat plate.
650-21,000
Average Nu number and Darcy friction factor. Wang et al. [57] Semi-dimple winglet pairs in plain or louvre finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
Abdelatie et al. [58] RWPs in a wing-shaped-tubes-bundle heat exchanger.
1850-9700
Eight thermocouples on two grids at the entrance and the exit to measure inlet and outlet air average temperatures, an alcohol thermometer with wet wick surrounded bulb to measure the wet bulb temperatures at the inlet and the exit.
Average Nu number and drag coefficient.
Wu et al. [59] Curved DWPs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
500-4200
Eight thermocouples on two grids at the entrance and the exit to measure inlet and outlet air temperatures, an alcohol thermometer with wet wick surrounded bulb to measure the wet bulb temperatures at the inlet and the exit.
Average Nu number and friction factor, average heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop, JF factor, correlations for average Nu number and Darcy friction factor.
DWPs: delta winglet pairs; RWPs: rectangular winglet pairs; TWPs: trapezoidal winglet pairs; CTWPs: curved trapezoidal winglet pairs.
Fiebig et al. [24] , Tiggelbeck et al. [25] and Gentry and Jacobi [35] employed the LLS method for flow visualization. As shown in Figure 3a , test plates with VGs were placed in a wind tunnel and an electrically heated wire was used to evaporate oil on the surface of the wire. The smoke generated by the evaporating oil was photographed as it passed over the VGs using a high-speed camera and helium-neon laser to illuminate the flow. to measure the wall temperature distribution.
Wang et al. [57] Semi-dimple winglet pairs in plain or louvre finned circulartube heat exchanger.
Abdelatie et al. [58] RWPs in a wingshaped-tubesbundle heat exchanger.
1850-9700
Wu et al. [59] Curved DWPs in a finned circulartube heat exchanger.
500-4200
Fiebig et al. [24] , Tiggelbeck et al. [25] and Gentry and Jacobi [35] employed the LLS method for flow visualization. As shown in Figure 3a , test plates with VGs were placed in a wind tunnel and an electrically heated wire was used to evaporate oil on the surface of the wire. The smoke generated by the evaporating oil was photographed as it passed over the VGs using a high-speed camera and helium-neon laser to illuminate the flow. Wang et al. [6, 9] , Gentry and Jacobi [35] , Leu et al. [39] , Allison and Dally [44] and Wang et al. [45] performed flow visualization in a transparent water tunnel using the dye-injection technique. [24, 35] . (b) Vane-type vortex meter used by Gentry and Jacobi [35] . Wang et al. [6, 9] , Gentry and Jacobi [35] , Leu et al. [39] , Allison and Dally [44] and Wang et al. [45] performed flow visualization in a transparent water tunnel using the dye-injection technique. The velocity in the water tunnel was measured by recording the time required for a dye marker to traverse a known distance. The vortex strength can be determined with two different techniques: by direct measurement, using the vane-type vortex meter as illustrated in Figure 3b , and a potential-flow model and flow visualization from the observed trajectories of the vortices at several streamwise locations from the leading edge.
Chen and Shu [38] conducted three-component mean and fluctuating velocity measurements using the LDV to obtain the near-wall axial mean velocity, axial vorticity and the corresponding turbulent kinetic energy for a heated plate installed at the bottom wall of a duct. A smoke wire was located upstream of the apparatus to generate sub-micron particles. Flow structure measurements were conducted at four cross-sectional planes and two planes vertically perpendicular to the cross section, and the near-wall axial vorticity was obtained from the mean component velocities.
Hernon and Patten [49] conducted hot-wire measurements to obtain the velocity profiles downstream of a delta winglet pair (DWP) placed on an unheated flat surface. The mean and fluctuating velocities were measured by a TSI IFA300 constant temperature anemometer system, which can obtain the boundary layer profile shape and measure the boundary layer thickness. The authors highlighted advantages of hot-wire measurements over other measurement techniques, these included increased temporal and spatial resolution, enabling further elucidation of critical flow features that can enhance understanding of the flow and heat transfer processes taking place.
Min et al. [53] applied the PIV measurement technique using glycerol particles with a charged coupled device (CCD) camera to carry out flow visualization on a heated flat plate. The glycerol particle generator produced particles of approximately 1 µm in diameter and high concentration, so that sufficient light could be scattered in the visualization domain for detection by the CCD camera.
Fiebig et al. [24, 27, 29] and Tiggelbeck et al. [25] used the transient LCT technique to investigate the impact of longitudinal vortices on the local heat transfer coefficient. With this technique, a thin film of liquid crystals was coated on the heat transfer surface and the development of specific isotherms during transient heating was recorded using laser light and the property of thermochromic liquid crystals to reflect incident monochromatic light from the laser only at specific temperatures.
Gentry and Jacobi [30] , Yoo et al. [36] and Shi et al. [43] investigated the interactions between the vortex and boundary layer using naphthalene sublimation experimental techniques. During the experiment, the Naphthalene formed part of the plate surface on solidification and polishing. The naphthalene surface can extend over the entire streamwise length of the plate and develop a thin lip at the leading and trailing edges. The local sublimation depths were measured using a non-contact, optical technique (known as laser triangulation) to yield the local and average mass transfer coefficients, then to also find the local and average heat transfer coefficients through the heat and mass analogy.
O'Brien et al. [40] employed a transient technique for heat transfer measurements, in which a heated airflow was suddenly introduced to the test section and the high-resolution local fin surface temperature distributions were obtained by an imaging infrared camera (FLIR PRISM DS). Leu et al. [39] , Min et al. [53] and Aris et al. [14] also applied infrared thermography to measure surface temperature distributions. This method presents several advantages over the thermochromic liquid crystals to measure the surface temperature distribution, which can be applied over a wide available temperature range, obtain high spatial resolution and excellent thermal resolution, and employ full-field direct digital data acquisition and processing.
Numerical Methodology
Numerical modelling is a science that can be helpful for studying fluid flow and heat transfer by solving mathematical equations. It has been proven an effective and reliable tool to provide detailed insight into flow structure, velocity field, pressure distribution and temperature gradient at a lower Energies 2018, 11, 2737 11 of 45 cost due to its reduced requirement for experiments [60, 61] , which is important for comprehensive investigation of fluid flow and heat transfer interaction and novel VG design and optimization before prototype construction. Because the same numerical methodology can be used for different heat transfer surfaces, in this section we present the mentioned approaches, not according to the heat exchanger type, but the numerical aspects, e.g., solver, assumption, model, boundary condition, discretization, etc. Table 2 presents the key numerical methodology applied in the numerical studies of the published works in chronological order. Biswas et al. [67] DWPs in a circular-tube heat exchanger.
500-1000
Modified MAC algorithm, unsteady laminar model, fully developed inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature.
Velocity structure, temperature field, local Nu number.
Biswas et al. [68] Delta wings and DWPs on a flat plate.
500-3000
Modified MAC algorithm, unsteady laminar model, incompressible flow, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature.
Velocity structure, local Nu number and skin friction coefficient.
Deb et al. [69] DWPs on a flat plate.
400-1000
Modified MAC algorithm, unsteady laminar model and k-ε turbulence model, incompressible flow.
Biswas et al. [70] Delta winglets on a flat plate. 1580
Velocity structure, local
Nu number and quality factor.
Chen et al. [71] Punched delta winglets in a finned oval-tube heat exchanger.
300
Steady laminar model, incompressible flow, fully developed inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature.
Velocity structure, temperature field, pressure distributions, local Nu number and pressure drop. Leu et al. [39] RWPs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
400-3000
Steady k-ε turbulence model, incompressible flow, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature.
Temperature field, Nu number distribution, average heat transfer coefficient and Fanning friction factor.
Joardar and Jacobi [77] DWPs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
330-850
FLUENT solver, unsteady laminar model, incompressible flow, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature. Finite-volume formulation using a fully implicit higher-order upwind differencing scheme to discretize the governing equations, SIMPLEC algorithm to couple the pressure and velocity.
Velocity structure, heat flux distribution, local heat flux, average heat flux and friction factor.
Wu and Tao [78] DWPs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
800-2000
FLUENT solver, steady laminar model, incompressible flow, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature. Second upwind scheme to discretize the convection term, SIMPLEC algorithm to couple the pressure and velocity.
Velocity structure, temperature field, average Nu number, synergy angle. Song et al. [81] DWPs in a finned flat-tube heat exchanger.
200-1900
Steady laminar model, incompressible flow, periodicity conditions in the inlet and exit. Power scheme to discretize the convective terms, SIMPLE algorithm to couple the velocity and pressure.
Nu number distribution, local Nu number, average Nu number and friction factor.
Chang et al. [82] DWPs in a finned flat-tube heat exchanger.
300-1700
FLUENT solver, steady laminar model, incompressible flow, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature. Power scheme to discretize the convective terms, SIMPLE algorithm to couple the velocity and pressure.
Absolute vorticity flux and Nu number distributions, local absolute vorticity flux and Nu number, average Nu number and friction factor.
Tang et al. [48] DWPs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
4000-100,000
FLUENT solver, standard k-ε turbulence model, incompressible flow, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature. QUICK scheme to discretize the convection terms and central finite differencing to discretize the diffusion terms, SIMPLEC algorithm to solve the pressure field.
Correlations of Nu number and friction factor.
Tian et al. [4] DWPs in a triangular wavy fin-tube heat exchanger.
500-5000
FLUENT solver, steady RNG k-ε turbulence model, incompressible flow, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature. Central difference scheme to discretize the diffusion term, and the SIMPLEC algorithm to couple the pressure and velocity.
Velocity structure, temperature field, local heat transfer coefficient, average Nu number and friction factor, area goodness and volume goodness factors.
Tian et al. [83] Delta winglets on a flat plate.
470-1700
FLUENT solver, steady laminar model, incompressible flow, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature. SIMPLEC algorithm to couple the pressure and velocity, second-order upwind scheme to discretize the convection terms, central difference scheme to discretize the diffusion term.
Velocity structure, temperature field, local pressure coefficient, heat transfer coefficient, average Nu number and friction factor, intersection angle. Chu et al. [84] RWPs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
500-880
FLUENT solver, steady laminar model, incompressible flow, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature. Second-order upwind scheme to discretize the governing equations, SIMPLE algorithm to couple the pressure and velocity.
Velocity structure, temperature field, local Nu number, average
Nu number and friction factor, intersection angle.
Onishi et al. [85] Rectangular winglets in a finless flat-tube heat exchanger.
710-2130
FLUENT solver, unsteady laminar model, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature. QUICK scheme to discretize the convection terms and central finite differencing to discretize the diffusion terms, SIMPLE algorithm to solve the pressure field.
Velocity structure, temperature field, average Nu number and pressure coefficient, area goodness and volume goodness factors.
Lei et al. [86] DWPs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
600-2600
FLUENT solver, steady laminar model, incompressible flow, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature. SIMPLEC algorithm to couple the pressure and velocity, QUICK scheme with third-order precision to discretize the convection terms.
Velocity structure, temperature field, local Nu number, average heat transfer coefficient and friction factor, intersection angle.
Zeng et al. [87] DWPs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
4200-12,200
FLUENT solver, steady k-ε turbulence model, incompressible flow, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature. SIMPLEC algorithm to couple the pressure and velocity.
Average Nu number and Darcy friction factor, performance evaluation criteria.
Lemouedda et al. [88] DWPs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
200-1200
STAR-CD solver, steady laminar model, incompressible flow, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature. A central scheme of second-order accuracy for the spatial discretization of the computational domain.
Velocity structure, temperature field, heat transfer rate, power input.
300
Steady laminar model, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature.
Temperature field, local Nu number.
Wu and Tao [89] DWPs in a novel finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
800-2000
FLUENT solver, steady laminar model, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature. Second-order upwind scheme to discretize the convective terms, SIMPLEC algorithm to couple the pressure and velocity.
Average Nu number and pressure drop. Hwang et al. [90] DWPs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
130-5180
RNG k-ε turbulence model, incompressible flow, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature.
Velocity structure, pressure distribution, temperature field, Colburn j-factor, friction factor.
Pal et al. [91] DWPs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
<800
FLUENT solver, steady laminar model, incompressible flow, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature.
Velocity structure, temperature field, local Nu number, area goodness factor.
He et al. [92] Punched winglet pairs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
600-2600
Velocity structure, local Nu number, average heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop, area goodness and volume goodness factors.
He et al. [93] RWPs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
550-880
FLUENT solver, steady laminar model, incompressible flow, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature. Second-order upwind scheme to discretize the convective terms, SIMPLE algorithm to couple the pressure and velocity.
Velocity structure, temperature field, average heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop, overall performance.
Sinha et al. [94] DWPs on a flat plate.
250-1580
Modified MAC algorithm, laminar model, fully developed inlet velocity profile and constant inlet temperature.
Velocity structure, temperature field, local Nu number, overall performance.
Huisseune et al. [95] DWPs in a louvred-fin-tube heat exchanger.
220-915
FLUENT solver, steady laminar model, incompressible flow, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature. SIMPLE algorithm to implement the coupling between pressure and velocity, second-order upwind scheme to discretize the convection terms, central difference scheme to discretize the diffusion term.
Velocity structure, Colburn j-factor, Fanning friction factor. Jang et al. [96] Pairs of inclined block-shape VGs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
400-1200
FLUENT solver, steady laminar model, incompressible flow, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature. Third-order upwind scheme to model the convective terms, second-order central difference schemes to discretize the viscous and source terms.
Velocity structure, temperature field, Colburn j-factor, Fanning friction factor. Hu et al. [97] DWPs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
200-1900
Laminar model, incompressible flow, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature. A control volume to integrate the governing equations, power scheme approximation to discretize the convective terms, second-order central difference scheme to discretize the diffusion terms, SIMPLE algorithm to couple the velocity and pressure.
Local heat transfer coefficient and Nu number, average Nu number and friction factor, secondary flow intensity.
Song and Wang [98] DWPs in a finned flat-tube heat exchanger.
200-1600
Steady laminar model, incompressible flow, periodical fully developed heat transfer and fluid flow conditions. Power scheme, and central difference to discretize the convective and diffusion terms, SIMPLE algorithm to couple the velocity and pressure.
Local Nu number and absolute vorticity flux, average Nu number and friction factor.
Lotfi et al. [20] DWPs in a smooth wavy fin elliptical-tube heat exchanger.
500-3000
SST k-ε turbulence model, incompressible flow, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature.
Nu numbe distribution, average Nu number and friction factor, Colburn j-factor, area goodness and volume goodness factors.
Saha et al. [99] DWPs and RWPs on a flat plate.
50-200
Modified MAC algorithm, unsteady laminar model, and incompressible flow, periodic boundary conditions for both inlet velocity and temperature.
Velocity structure, temperature field, Nu number distribution, local Nu number and frictional loss, average
Nu number and friction factor.
Gholami et al. [100]
Wavy RWPs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
400-800
Velocity structure, pressure distribution, temperature field, average Nu number and friction factor.
Zhao et al. [101] RWPs in an H-type finned oval-tube heat exchanger.
22,504-40,509
Velocity structure, temperature field, average Nu number, performance evaluation criteria.
Wu et al. [22] DWPs in a slit finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
304-2130
Steady laminar model, incompressible flow, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature.
Velocity structure, temperature field, average Nu number and friction factor, JF factor, field synergy angle, equivalent thermal resistance. Lin and Wang [102] DWPs in a finned flat-tube heat exchanger.
1300-2400
Steady laminar model, incompressible flow, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature. Control volume method, a stability-guaranteed second-order difference scheme and a second-order central difference scheme respectively to discretize the governing equations, the convective terms, and the viscous terms.
Velocity structure, average Nu number and friction factor, local integral mean main flow velocity.
Lin et al. [15] Interrupted annular groove fins in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
600-2500
Steady laminar model, incompressible flow, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature. Control volume method, a stability-guaranteed second-order difference scheme and a second-order central difference scheme respectively to discretize the governing equations, the convective terms and the viscous terms.
Gong et al. [16] Curved RWPs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
800-3000
Velocity structure, Nu number distribution, average Nu number and friction factor, JF factor.
Behfard and Sohankar [103] DWPs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
1000
FLUENT solver, steady SST k-ε turbulence model, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature. Second-order upwind scheme to discretize the convective terms, SIMPLE algorithm to couple the pressure and velocity.
Velocity structure, temperature field, local pressure, average Nu number and Fanning friction factor, performance evaluation criteria.
Lin et al. [104] Curved DWPs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
1100-3000
Steady laminar model, incompressible flow, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature. Control volume method to discretize the governing equations. Second-order central difference scheme employed for the viscous terms.
Velocity structure, Nu number distribution, local intensity of secondary flow and Nu number, average Nu number and friction factor, JF factor.
Lotfi et al. [21] RTW, ARW, CARW and WW in a wavy fin elliptical-tube heat exchanger.
500-3000
CFX solver, steady SST k-ε turbulence model, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature.
Velocity structure, temperature field, average Nu number, synergy angle. Sinha et al. [105] RWPs in a finned circular-tube heat exchanger.
250-1500
FLUENT solver, steady laminar model, fully developed velocity profile for the axial inlet velocity, finite-volume scheme. SIMPLE algorithm to couple the pressure and velocity, second-order upwind scheme to discretize the convection terms, central difference scheme to discretize the diffusion terms.
Velocity structure, temperature field, local Nu number, Fanning friction factor, quality factor.
Oneissi et al. [106] DWPs on a flat plate. 270-30,000
FLUENT solver, steady laminar and SST k-ε turbulence model, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature.
Velocity structure, local Nu number, Fanning friction factor, vorticity property.
Esmaeilzadeh et al. [107] TWPs and curved TWPs on a flat plate.
7000-35,000
FLUENT solver, steady Reynolds stress turbulence model, incompressible flow, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature. SIMPLEC algorithm to couple the pressure and velocity.
Velocity structure, local heat transfer coefficient, average Nu number and friction factor, overall performance.
Abdelatie et al. [58] RWPs in a wing-shaped tubes-bundle heat exchanger.
1850-9700
RNG k-ε turbulence model, incompressible flow, uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature. SIMPLE pressure-based solution algorithm to implement the velocity-pressure coupling.
Average Nu number and friction factor, heat transfer effectiveness, area goodness factor and efficiency index. The computational solvers include modified marker-and-cell (MAC) algorithm, SOLA algorithm, STAR-CD, CFX solver and FLUENT solver. The MAC method is a well-known technique, used to solve time-dependent incompressible fluid flow problems since the 1960s. It uses an Eulerian finite-difference formulation with pressure and velocity as the primary dependent variables [108] . Biswas et al. [64, 67, 70] , Deb et al. [69] , Sinha et al. [94] and Saha et al. [99] modified the MAC algorithm to solve the governing equations of fluid flow and heat transfer. SOLA algorithm is a finite-difference technique to solve the Navier-Stokes equations of an incompressible fluid, which is also based on the MAC method and employed by Fiebig et al. [62] and Zhu et al. [65, 66] to obtain the velocity structure and temperature field on heat transfer surfaces. Hirt et al. [109] described the basic SOLA algorithm for confined flows and modifications necessary for free or curved rigid surface boundaries and provided the corresponding flow chart and the FORTRAN codes. STAR-CD, developed by CD-adapco Ltd., is a solver particularly aimed at engine productions, and was used by Lemouedda et al. [88] to simulate the fluid flow and heat transfer on the fin surface. Both CFX and FLUENT solvers are high-performance computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software belonging to ANSYS Inc. CFX shows outstanding accuracy, robustness and speed for rotating machinery, and was applied by Lotfi et al. [21] to examine the velocity structure and temperature field in wavy fins with different VGs. FLUENT has well-validated physical modelling capable of delivering fast, accurate results for multiphysics applications, and has been widely applied in numerical simulation and is considered to be a very powerful CFD tool. As shown in Table 2 , most of the published CFD works in the past ten years have applied FLUENT software, for example, References [4, 16, 48, [77] [78] [79] [80] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] 95, 96, 100, 103, [105] [106] [107] .
The assumption in the numerical works mentioned in Table 2 is usually incompressible and Newtonian, with constant properties for the fluid, three-dimensional for the computational domain, and with negligible buoyance force and viscous dissipation. To the best of the authors' knowledge, these assumptions are valid for low-pressure flow covering short temperature variation. However, some engineering problems involve high-pressure flow and cover large temperature variation, leading to deviation from the assumption of incompressible fluid, constant properties and negligible buoyance force. In those cases, the temperature-dependent thermophysical properties, or even the real-gas model of thermodynamic properties, should be employed in the numerical modelling, and the influence of the gravity should be considered. In addition, for highly compressible flows, the temperature distribution near the heat transfer surface may be significantly different from the bulk flow; in that case, the heating by viscous dissipation should be taken into account.
From Table 2 , it is noted that the standard k-ε model, RNG k-ε model and SST k-ε model are usually applied to investigate the effect of turbulence on the flow field caused by VGs. As pointed out by Cebeci et al. [110] , the standard k-ε model is the most widely used and validated model, but does not function well for flows involving significant curvature, swirl, sudden acceleration, separation and low-Re regions. The RNG k-ε model and SST k-ε model modify the standard k-ε model to improve simulations for swirling flows and flow separation, but the RNG k-ε model is not as stable as the standard k-ε model and the SST k-ε model needs fine mesh close to the wall and also over-predicts turbulence in regions with large normal strain, e.g., stagnation regions and regions with strong acceleration. The choice of turbulence model depends on many considerations, e.g., fluid thermophysical properties, calculation accuracy, computational resource, simulation time, capability and limitations of various models, etc. For example, if the real-gas thermodynamic properties are considered in the numerical modellings, the simulation time will be much longer than those employing an assumption of fluid constant properties.
As indicated in Table 2 , the uniform inlet velocity and constant inlet temperature are generally assumed at the inlet of the computational domain, while a few researchers apply periodical fully developed fluid flow conditions at the inlet and outlet of the flow passage. To simplify the physical model and save the computational time, a geometrical element with periodic or symmetry boundary conditions is usually applied as the simulation domain. The periodic boundary condition is used for computation geometries and flow patterns with a periodically repeating nature, while the symmetry boundary condition is for those having mirror symmetry; both of them can significantly reduce the required simulation time. However, to the best of the authors' knowledge, for periodic and symmetry boundary conditions, it is important to verify the obtained solution critically, because it may introduce unphysical correlations.
For applying numerical methods to solve the governing equations, the finite-volume method has been successfully applied in simulations using the local conservation principle. As demonstrated in Table 2 , the second-order upwind scheme, the power scheme and the third-order QUICK scheme are usually used to discretize the convection terms, the second-order central difference scheme is always applied to discretize the diffusion terms and the SIMPLE or SIMPLEC algorithms are generally employed in order to implement the coupling between pressure and velocity. The choice of discretization scheme also relies on many considerations, e.g., ratio of convective term to diffusive one, accuracy, robustness, etc. The second-order upwind scheme and the QUICK scheme are good for all ratios of convective terms to diffusive ones, while the power scheme is suitable for intermediate values. The power scheme and the QUICK scheme can be more accurate than the second-order upwind scheme, but at the expense of numerical stability. The SIMPLE algorithm employs a starting guess of pressure and velocity to solve the momentum equation, but the starting guess may not be correct, so that the obtained velocities will not satisfy continuity. SIMPLEC, as a modified form of the SIMPLE algorithm, usually performs better in situations in which the rate of convergence is limited by the pressure-velocity coupling, such as non-complex laminar flow cases [110] .
Thermohydraulic Performances
Since the 1980s, the interaction of the flow structure and heat transfer and friction drag caused by VGs on the plate-fin and finned-tube heat exchangers has attracted much research attention. Tables 1 and 2 , respectively, summarize the representative experimental and numerical published works, considering the type of VGs and heat transfer surfaces, Re number range, key experimental or numerical methodologies and the measured characteristics. The thermohydraulic performance of heat exchangers is not only dependent on the geometry of VGs and operation conditions, but strongly determined by the type of heat transfer surface that controls the flow passage of the mainstream, so in this section, we provide more detailed information and comments regarding the thermohydraulic performance mentioned in Tables 1 and 2 based on the different types of heat transfer surface, e.g., flat plates, finned circular-tube heat exchangers, finned flat-tube heat exchangers, finned oval-tube heat exchangers, etc. In addition, for each type of heat transfer surface, we focus on the interaction of flow and heat transfer, effect of geometry parameters, and the performance of recently proposed VGs. It should be pointed out that the Re number is calculated based on the channel height-the distance between two plates for plate-fin heat exchanger and the distance between two fins for the finned-tube heat exchangers.
Vortex Generators on Flat Plates
Interaction of Flow and Heat Transfer
For laminar flow and heat transfer, Fiebig et al. [24, 62] investigated the heat transfer enhancement and drag caused by delta wings or winglet pairs between flat plates for Re numbers ranging from 500 to 2270. Each wing or winglet pair was found to generate a pair of counter-rotating longitudinal vortices along their leading edges. The main flow field difference between the wing and the winglet pair was that the attached wing cannot generate a trailing edge wake, while the winglet wake was characterized by strong shear layers near the plane. The drag was found to be independent of Re number and VG geometry. The heat transfer ratio of a fin with and without VGs was independent of Re number with α up to 60 • . Local heat transfer augmentation with a mean value of up to 50% was achieved as area ratio R a > 50 (R a = A c /A v , where A c is the area of channel wall and A v is the vortex-generator area), and the heat transfer enhancement per unit vortex-generator area was highest for the delta wing, followed by DWPs and RWPs.
Biswas et al. [68] [69] [70] numerically studied heat transfer and flow structure of laminar flows caused by delta winglet or DWPs. The flow pattern that was described is as follows: the main vortex was formed by the flow separation at the leading edge of the winglet, while the corner vortex showed a horseshoe-vortex-like characteristic feature. These vortices were found to swirl the flow around the axis in the mainstream direction, strongly enhancing the mixing of the hot and cold fluids, and consequently leading to higher heat transfer but increased fluid friction.
To capture the interaction between the vortex and boundary layer, Gentry and Jacobi [30, 35] introduced the local and average goodness factor for evaluation of delta wing VGs: local goodness factor (Ω = Pe f (δ * ), where f (δ * ) = δ * 5/2 exp(1 − δ * 5/2 ), with δ * = δ c /δ b , where δ b is the general boundary layer thickness and δ c is the core-to-plate distance, and Pe is the Peclet number) and average
0 Ω dx, L is the plate length). Vortex strength was found to increase with Re number, ratio Λ, and angle α, but decay as the vortex was carried downstream. In regions where a vortex induced a surface-normal inflow, the local heat transfer coefficient can increase by three times over the baseline flow. For Re numbers ranging from 300 to 2000, the delta wing VGs can result in a 50-60% enhancement of average heat transfer for flow over the flat plate, and can cause two times higher pressure drop than the same channel flow without VGs.
For turbulent flow and heat transfer, Tiggelbeck et al. [25, 26] tested a channel with single or double rows of DWPs with Re numbers of up to 8000. For an aligned two-row arrangement, the flow structure in the wake of the second row was qualitatively similar to that of the first row. The local heat transfer
enhancement, normalized at the wake of the second row, was strongly dependent on the spacing of the two rows, and the maximum local heat transfer enhancement was found behind the second-row winglets for row spacings of 7-10 channel heights. For a staggered double-row configuration, lower heat transfer enhancement was found than for the aligned configuration, particularly for angle α near the critical value of 70 • for the first row and 55 • for the second.
Kotcioglu et al. [31] 
(tan β) 1.42 (1)
for Pr = 0.71 and 0 < β < 27 • . The values of C 0 and m were different for each channel configuration. For much higher Re numbers (>50,000), Zhu et al. [65, 66] found that the longitudinal vortices produced by the VGs can significantly elevate the level of turbulence kinetic energy in the flows, strongly disturb the thermal boundary layer near the wall, and thus result in clear heat transfer augmentation.
Effect of Geometry Parameters
For laminar flow and heat transfer, Tian et al. [83] and Sinha et al. [94] respectively, numerically investigated the effects of two different-shaped VGs (rectangular winglet pair (RWP) and DWP) with two different configurations (common-flow-down (CFD) and common-flow-up (CFU), as shown in Figure 4a ) on the thermohydraulic performance of a channel flow. As shown in Figure 4b , the heat transfer enhancement by the VGs occurred both in the region with mounted VGs and that in the long distance downstream. For the channel with RWP and DWP, the average Nu number was respectively increased by 8-46% and 3-26% in the studied Re number range of 470 to 1700. The increase of Nu number with CFU configuration was higher than that of the CFD configuration. The friction factor of the channel with RWP was higher than that of DWP, and the friction factor of the channel with the CFU configuration was larger than that of the CFD configuration. For much higher Re numbers (>50,000), Zhu et al. [65, 66] found that the longitudinal vortices produced by the VGs can significantly elevate the level of turbulence kinetic energy in the flows, strongly disturb the thermal boundary layer near the wall, and thus result in clear heat transfer augmentation.
For laminar flow and heat transfer, Tian et al. [83] and Sinha et al. [94] respectively, numerically investigated the effects of two different-shaped VGs (rectangular winglet pair (RWP) and DWP) with two different configurations (common-flow-down (CFD) and common-flow-up (CFU), as shown in Figure 4a ) on the thermohydraulic performance of a channel flow. As shown in Figure 4b , the heat transfer enhancement by the VGs occurred both in the region with mounted VGs and that in the long distance downstream. For the channel with RWP and DWP, the average Nu number was respectively increased by 8-46% and 3-26% in the studied Re number range of 470 to 1700. The increase of Nu number with CFU configuration was higher than that of the CFD configuration. The friction factor of the channel with RWP was higher than that of DWP, and the friction factor of the channel with the CFU configuration was larger than that of the CFD configuration. Sinha et al. [94] investigated the effects of different orientations of winglet arrays on the thermohydraulic performance for Re numbers ranging from 250 to 1580. Five different strategic placements were considered, including common-flow-up in series, common-flow-down in series, combined, inline rows of winglet, and staggered rows of winglet. These placements were respectively Sinha et al. [94] investigated the effects of different orientations of winglet arrays on the thermohydraulic performance for Re numbers ranging from 250 to 1580. Five different strategic placements were considered, including common-flow-up in series, common-flow-down in series, combined, inline rows of winglet, and staggered rows of winglet. These placements were respectively abbreviated as CFU-CFU, CFD-CFD, CFD-CFU, IRW and SRW. Among the different types of arrangements of VGs, the CFD-CFU configuration was found to perform best in terms of heat transfer, as well as quality factor (Q f = j f , where j is the Colburn factor j = Nu Re Pr 1/3 ). Wu and Tao [55] 
Biswas et al. [63, 64] compared the flow and heat transfer characteristics for a built-in delta wing with and without a hole protruding from the bottom wall and found that the punched hole reduced the strength of the longitudinal vortices. They also found that the improvement of the heat transfer coefficient was relatively low compared to that of the case without any punched holes, but that the friction pressure drop significantly decreased.
Aris et al. [14] carried out experiments of delta wing in a rectangular duct to test the effects of angle α. Their wings were made from shape memory alloys and manufactured in a selective laser melting process, which was expected to change their shape to enhance heat transfer at high temperature and minimize flow pressure losses at low temperature. When the surface temperature varied from 20 • C to 65 • C, the angle α responded from 10 • to 38 • . Heat transfer can be improved up to 90% and 80%, respectively, by using the single and double wings at their activated positions. When the wings were activated, the flow pressure losses across the test section increased by between 7% and 63% of the losses at their de-activated positions for the single and double VGs, respectively. Yang et al. [50] made a total of eight heat sinks and tested their channel flow thermohydraulic performance. Detailed geometries of heat sinks are shown in Figure 5a , including plain fin, delta VG fin, delta VGs with plain fin, semi-circular VG fin, triangular VG fin, triangular attack VGs, dimple VG fin and two-groups dimple VG fin, which can be grouped into four categories: plate-fin; plate with interrupted fin geometry, such as slit or louvre fin; plate with dense VGs, such as semi-circular, delta and dimple VGs; and plate with loose VGs, such as a dimple/protrusion structure but with sparse arrangement. As shown in Figure 5b , they found that the interrupted and dense VG configurations induced a greater pressure-drop penalty than heat transfer improvements, especially when operated at a lower frontal velocity. They suggested that the VGs operated at a higher frontal velocity were more beneficial than those with plain-fin geometry and that an asymmetric combination, such as using loose VGs, can be quite effective.
For turbulent flow and heat transfer, Tiggelbeck et al. [28] measured the heat transfer enhancement and the flow losses incurred by four basic forms of VGs, including delta wing, rectangular wing, DWP and RWP, in the Re number range of 2000 to 9000 and for angles α between 30 • and 90 • . For all the test VGs, there existed an optimum angle α for the maximum heat transfer, while the flow losses increased monotonically with angle α. The average Nu number increased monotonically at a higher rate and the corresponding drag coefficient became nearly constant at higher Re numbers, in contrast to those for the channel without VGs. They also found that the winglets performed better than wings and that DWP performed slightly better than RWP, as α > 30 • and Re > 3000. For turbulent flow and heat transfer, Tiggelbeck et al. [28] measured the heat transfer enhancement and the flow losses incurred by four basic forms of VGs, including delta wing, rectangular wing, DWP and RWP, in the Re number range of 2000 to 9000 and for angles α between 30° and 90°. For all the test VGs, there existed an optimum angle α for the maximum heat transfer, while the flow losses increased monotonically with angle α. The average Nu number increased monotonically at a higher rate and the corresponding drag coefficient became nearly constant at higher Re numbers, in contrast to those for the channel without VGs. They also found that the winglets performed better than wings and that DWP performed slightly better than RWP, as α > 30° and Re > 3000. 
Performance of Recently Proposed Vortex Generators
Min et al. [53] tested the thermohydraulic performances of three modified RWPs, obtained by cutting off the four corners of a rectangular wing with Re number ranging from 5000 to 17,500. Results show that all the modified RWPs were found to have better thermohydraulic performance than the reference RWPs, and that the average Nu number of the modified ones generally increased with angle α in the range of 0 • to 55 • and showed slightly lower values with α > 55 • .
Zhou and Ye [18] experimentally investigated the thermohydraulic performance of curved trapezoidal winglet pairs (CTWPs) (as shown in Figure 2c ) in the Re number range between 700 and 26,800 and compared those with traditional RWPs, DWPs and TWPs. Comparison of three dimensionless factors (j/j 0 , f /f 0 and (j/j 0 )/(f /f 0 )) showed that the DWPs were the best in the laminar and transitional flow regions, while CTWPs had the best performance in the fully turbulent region as a result of both the streamlined configuration and the decreased pressure drop. A parametric study on CTWPs showed that smaller angle α, larger curvature and larger angle of inclination gave better performance under the tested conditions. Zhou and Feng [19] examined the performance of plane and curved winglet (rectangular, trapezoidal and delta) VGs with and without punched holes for Re numbers ranging from 650 to 21,000. The curved winglet-type VGs were found to again have better heat transfer enhancement and lower flow resistance than the corresponding plane winglet VGs in both laminar and turbulent flow regions. The curved DWPs presented the best performance, followed by the CTWPs, when considering all flow regions. The punched holes really improved the performance of the VGs and decreased the flow resistance for all cases, but the optimal diameter of the holes needed to be matched with the VG face area.
Esmaeilzadeh et al. [107] numerically investigated the thermal and fluid flow characteristics of TWPs and CTWPs in a flat channel with Re numbers in the range 7000-35,000. The flow structure consisted of a corner (horseshoe) vortex, an induced vortex and the main vortex, which caused significant heat transfer effects in the downstream region, as shown in Figure 6 . According to the performance evaluation parameter ((Nu/Nu 0 )/(f /f 0 )), the channel with CTWPs had a better overall performance, whereby the mean Nu number was augmented by 6-8% and 9-12% and the global friction factor increased by 24-29% and 38-48% with CTWPs and TWPs, respectively, compared with a smooth channel.
consisted of a corner (horseshoe) vortex, an induced vortex and the main vortex, which caused significant heat transfer effects in the downstream region, as shown in Figure 6 . According to the performance evaluation parameter ((Nu/Nu0)/(f/f0)), the channel with CTWPs had a better overall performance, whereby the mean Nu number was augmented by 6-8% and 9-12% and the global friction factor increased by 24-29% and 38-48% with CTWPs and TWPs, respectively, compared with a smooth channel. Oneissi et al. [106] numerically investigated the heat transfer enhancement of an inclined projected winglet pair (IPWP) in parallel plate fins. The IPWP showed superior performance relative to the classical DWP over a wide range of Re numbers from laminar to turbulent (270 to 30,000), which exhibited similar heat transfer rates but with lower pressure-drop penalty. This enhancement occurred due to the different vortex generation mechanisms exhibited by the IPWP, as shown in Figure 7 . The number of vortices created by each pair of VGs was six for the classical DWP case, and it reached ten for the IPWP, resulting in the IPWP vorticity increasing by a value of 30% relative to Oneissi et al. [106] numerically investigated the heat transfer enhancement of an inclined projected winglet pair (IPWP) in parallel plate fins. The IPWP showed superior performance relative to the classical DWP over a wide range of Re numbers from laminar to turbulent (270 to 30,000), which exhibited similar heat transfer rates but with lower pressure-drop penalty. This enhancement occurred due to the different vortex generation mechanisms exhibited by the IPWP, as shown in Figure 7 . The number of vortices created by each pair of VGs was six for the classical DWP case, and it reached ten for the IPWP, resulting in the IPWP vorticity increasing by a value of 30% relative to the DWP configuration. The addition of those vortices positively altered the heat exchange process through the helical flow interaction between them, leading to the thermal enhancement factor ((Nu/Nu 0 )/(f /f 0 ) 1/3 ) increasing by 6% for IPWP compared to the classical DWP case. 
Vortex Generators in Finned Circular-Tube Heat Exchangers
Interaction of Flow and Heat Transfer
Fiebig et al. [27, 29] examined the effect of DWPs on the thermohydraulic performance of fintube heat exchangers in the Re number range 600-2700. Figure 8 demonstrates the span-averaged Nu number distribution. For the inline arrangement without VGs, the subsequent peaks in front of the second and third tubes became lower and flatter due to the low-speed-separated flow in the wake of the preceding row. For the staggered arrangement without VGs, the second peak was even higher than the first, where the staggered tubes guided the flow into the wake of the preceding row and thus reduced the wake. In addition, the increased velocity in front of the second tube caused a stronger horseshoe vortex and a higher heat transfer peak. The third peak caused by the horseshoe vortex region was lower than that of the second row because the third tube row lay in the wake of the first row. 
Vortex Generators in Finned Circular-Tube Heat Exchangers
Interaction of Flow and Heat Transfer
Fiebig et al. [27, 29] examined the effect of DWPs on the thermohydraulic performance of fin-tube heat exchangers in the Re number range 600-2700. Figure 8 demonstrates the span-averaged Nu number distribution. For the inline arrangement without VGs, the subsequent peaks in front of the second and third tubes became lower and flatter due to the low-speed-separated flow in the wake of the preceding row. For the staggered arrangement without VGs, the second peak was even higher than the first, where the staggered tubes guided the flow into the wake of the preceding row and thus reduced the wake. In addition, the increased velocity in front of the second tube caused a stronger horseshoe vortex and a higher heat transfer peak. The third peak caused by the horseshoe vortex region was lower than that of the second row because the third tube row lay in the wake of the first row.
Fiebig et al. [27, 29] examined the effect of DWPs on the thermohydraulic performance of fintube heat exchangers in the Re number range 600-2700. Figure 8 demonstrates the span-averaged Nu number distribution. For the inline arrangement without VGs, the subsequent peaks in front of the second and third tubes became lower and flatter due to the low-speed-separated flow in the wake of the preceding row. For the staggered arrangement without VGs, the second peak was even higher than the first, where the staggered tubes guided the flow into the wake of the preceding row and thus reduced the wake. In addition, the increased velocity in front of the second tube caused a stronger horseshoe vortex and a higher heat transfer peak. The third peak caused by the horseshoe vortex region was lower than that of the second row because the third tube row lay in the wake of the first row. Biswas et al. [67, 76] numerically investigated the flow structure and heat transfer enhancement with DWPs for Re numbers ranging from 500 to 1000. In the absence of VGs, the recirculation region, Biswas et al. [67, 76] numerically investigated the flow structure and heat transfer enhancement with DWPs for Re numbers ranging from 500 to 1000. In the absence of VGs, the recirculation region, with low velocity fluid in the downstream of the circular tube, resulted in relatively little heat transfer, while the presence of the DWPs in the wake region significantly enhanced heat transfer there. They attributed the enhancement to the nozzle-like flow passages and the strong swirling motion originating from the streamwise longitudinal vortices behind the DWPs. The nozzle-like flow passages promoted acceleration and thereby removed the zone of poor heat transfer from the near wake. The swirling motion caused intermixing of the fluid layers to disrupt the growth of the thermal boundary layer.
Joardar and Jacobi [77] explored the flow and heat transfer with three different winglet configurations in a CFU arrangement in a seven-row compact fin-tube heat exchanger, as shown in Figure 9a , including a single VG pair, a 3VG-inline array and a 3VG-staggered array, for Re numbers ranging from 330 to 850. The heat transfer from the leading tube was significantly higher than for the other tubes due to the horseshoe vortex system. As shown in Figure 9b , due to the flow confinement effects of the inline tube pattern, the winglet-generated vortices were periodically subjected to accelerated and decelerated flow, leading to an important heat transfer augmentation mechanism. These local effects caused vortex straining and increased or decreased vortex strength, depending on whether the vortex was stretched or compressed. A constricted, nozzle-like passage between the winglet and tube surface was also found and the flow accelerated in this region to suppress the wake and delay separation. At Re = 850 with a constant tube-wall temperature, the 3VG-inline-array configuration achieved enhancements of up to 32% in total heat flux and 74% in Colburn j-factor over the baseline case, with an associated pressure-drop increase of about 41%. Pal et al. [91] and Sinha et al. [105] also emphasized the effects of the strong swirling motion behind DWPs or RWPs on heat transfer. winglet and tube surface was also found and the flow accelerated in this region to suppress the wake and delay separation. At Re = 850 with a constant tube-wall temperature, the 3VG-inline-array configuration achieved enhancements of up to 32% in total heat flux and 74% in Colburn j-factor over the baseline case, with an associated pressure-drop increase of about 41%. Pal et al. [91] and Sinha et al. [105] also emphasized the effects of the strong swirling motion behind DWPs or RWPs on heat transfer. Wu and Tao [78] presented a numerical simulation for laminar flow heat transfer of the fin-tube surface with DWPs and analyzed the effects of Re number (from 800 to 2000) and the angle α (30° and 45°). The inherent mechanism of heat transfer enhancement by a longitudinal vortex was explained by the field synergy principle [111] [112] [113] [114] , where the second flow generated by the VGs resulted in a reduction in the intersection angle between the velocity and fluid temperature gradient and the CFU orientation created the accelerated flow between the winglet and tube surface, which delayed the separation from the tube, reduced form-drag across the tube, and aided the fluid to enter the wake recirculation zone. Therefore, the DWPs in CFU arrangement can significantly enhance the heat transfer performance of a fin-tube heat exchanger without an excessive amount of pressure-drop penalty.
Wu and Tao [56, 89] also presented two fin-tube surfaces with two rows of tubes of different diameters to achieve heat transfer enhancement and lower pressure loss penalty. In the Re number range of 800 to 2000, the fin-tube surface with smaller first-row tubes and larger second-row tubes Wu and Tao [78] presented a numerical simulation for laminar flow heat transfer of the fin-tube surface with DWPs and analyzed the effects of Re number (from 800 to 2000) and the angle α (30 • and 45 • ). The inherent mechanism of heat transfer enhancement by a longitudinal vortex was explained by the field synergy principle [111] [112] [113] [114] , where the second flow generated by the VGs resulted in a reduction in the intersection angle between the velocity and fluid temperature gradient and the CFU orientation created the accelerated flow between the winglet and tube surface, which delayed the separation from the tube, reduced form-drag across the tube, and aided the fluid to enter the wake recirculation zone. Therefore, the DWPs in CFU arrangement can significantly enhance the heat transfer performance of a fin-tube heat exchanger without an excessive amount of pressure-drop penalty.
Wu and Tao [56, 89] also presented two fin-tube surfaces with two rows of tubes of different diameters to achieve heat transfer enhancement and lower pressure loss penalty. In the Re number range of 800 to 2000, the fin-tube surface with smaller first-row tubes and larger second-row tubes was found to lead to increased heat transfer and lower pressure drop compared with the traditional fin-tube surface but with same sized tubes. The fin-tube surface with two rows of different diameter tubes and DWPs can result in a further heat transfer augmentation and pressure-drop reduction by careful arrangements of the location, size and angle α for both CFU and CFD configurations.
Behfard and Sohankar [103] investigated the heat transfer and pressure-drop characteristics of three-row inline tube bundles; however, the diameter of the second row of the tubes was smaller than that of the first and third for Re = 1000. Two DWPs were installed respectively beside the first tube row and between the first and second tube rows to enhance heat transfer. As shown in Figure 10a , the number and extent of the vortices generated by the first VG increased with increasing distance from the VG. The core of the vortices were deflected towards the wake region; these vortices merged with those generated by the second VG, and the second VG was found to play a crucial role for longitudinal vortex generation in the wake regions and guided the upstream fluid flow in this area.
He et al. [93] numerically investigated heat transfer enhancement and pressure-drop penalty of RWPs for fin-tube heat exchangers with Re number varying from 550 to 880. It was observed from Figure 10b that the longitudinal vortices caused by RWPs and the impingement of RWP-directed flow on the downstream tube were important causes of heat transfer enhancement; the enhancement mechanism can be attributed to the enhancement of the thermal mixing of the fluid, delay of the boundary layer separation and a reduction in the size of tube wake. Due to the CFU orientation of the RWPs, a constricted nozzle-like passage was also created between the RWPs and the aft region of the tube, as with the DWPs, where the accelerated flow further delayed the boundary layer separation and reduced the tube wake and impinged directly on the downstream tube. Therefore, the local heat transfer was significantly enhanced. that of the first and third for Re = 1000. Two DWPs were installed respectively beside the first tube row and between the first and second tube rows to enhance heat transfer. As shown in Figure 10a , the number and extent of the vortices generated by the first VG increased with increasing distance from the VG. The core of the vortices were deflected towards the wake region; these vortices merged with those generated by the second VG, and the second VG was found to play a crucial role for longitudinal vortex generation in the wake regions and guided the upstream fluid flow in this area. He et al. [93] numerically investigated heat transfer enhancement and pressure-drop penalty of RWPs for fin-tube heat exchangers with Re number varying from 550 to 880. It was observed from Figure 10b that the longitudinal vortices caused by RWPs and the impingement of RWP-directed flow on the downstream tube were important causes of heat transfer enhancement; the enhancement mechanism can be attributed to the enhancement of the thermal mixing of the fluid, delay of the boundary layer separation and a reduction in the size of tube wake. Due to the CFU orientation of the RWPs, a constricted nozzle-like passage was also created between the RWPs and the aft region of the tube, as with the DWPs, where the accelerated flow further delayed the boundary layer separation and reduced the tube wake and impinged directly on the downstream tube. Therefore, the local heat transfer was significantly enhanced. Gholami et al. [100] numerically investigated heat transfer enhancement and pressure-drop penalty for fin-tube heat exchangers with 30° attack angle for wavy-up and wavy-down RWPs for Re numbers from 400 to 800. The wake region and recirculation zone were found to move under the wavy winglets compared with the conventional winglet, thus both wavy-up and wavy-down RWPs significantly enhanced the heat transfer performance. The wavy-up RWPs showed the best heat transfer performance but also had a relatively higher pressure-drop penalty and friction factor than Gholami et al. [100] numerically investigated heat transfer enhancement and pressure-drop penalty for fin-tube heat exchangers with 30 • attack angle for wavy-up and wavy-down RWPs for Re numbers from 400 to 800. The wake region and recirculation zone were found to move under the wavy winglets compared with the conventional winglet, thus both wavy-up and wavy-down RWPs significantly enhanced the heat transfer performance. The wavy-up RWPs showed the best heat transfer performance but also had a relatively higher pressure-drop penalty and friction factor than the others, while the wavy-down RWPs caused an increase in heat transfer and a decrease in the pressure drop.
Effect of Geometry Parameters
Lei et al. [86] numerically investigated the effects of angle α (10 • to 50 • ) and ratio Λ (1 to 4) of DWPs on heat transfer and pressure drop of a fin-tube heat exchanger for Re numbers from 600 to 2600. Both the heat transfer coefficient and friction factor increased with an increase of angle α, but the tendency was not very strong for heat transfer while gradually strengthened for pressure drop. The area goodness factor (j/f ) decreased with increase of Re number for all enhanced heat exchangers. DWPs with α = 20 • and Λ = 2 provided the best integrated performance over the studied range of Re number. For the optimal configuration, the Colburn factor increased by 35.1-45.2% while the corresponding friction factor increased by 19.3-34.5%.
Aris et al. [54] investigated the thermohydraulic performance of delta wing VGs adhered to the fin surface for Re numbers between 330 and 960. The material of the thin wings was TiNi shape memory alloy. This alloy can change its attack angle according to the surface temperature. A heat transfer enhancement as high as 37% and a maximum increase in flow pressure drop of 15% in comparison with the plain fin surface's values was observed. A staggered arrangement of wings with a ratio Λ = 4 and angle α = 14 • achieved the highest enhancement effects, followed by a staggered and an inline arrangement of thin, punched-out wings.
Leu et al. [39] analyzed the effects of span angles β (an angle of incidence of VG to the streamwise direction) on fluid flow and heat transfer over three-row plate-fin and tube heat exchangers with and without a pair of inclined block-shape VGs for Re numbers ranging from 400 to 3000. The inclined block-shape VGs with β = 45 • arrangement was found to provide the best relative heat transfer enhancement across the Re range, whereby the Colburn factor increased by 8-30% while the friction factor was only increased by 11-15%. The heat transfer enhancement using inclined block VGs was found to be more useful for low and moderate Re numbers.
Jang et al. [96] investigated the effects of VG span angle (30 • < β < 60 • ) and the VG transverse location (2 mm < L y < 20 mm) on the thermohydraulic characteristics of fin-tube heat exchangers with block type VGs. For both the inline and staggered arrangements, the strength of the longitudinal vortex was intensified and both the j and f factors increased with an increase of both β and L y . The inline arrangement was found to be more effective for heat transfer enhancement than the staggered arrangement, with area reduction ratio (
) ranges of 14.9-25.5% for the inline arrangement and 7.9-13.6% for the staggered arrangement for 400 < Re < 1200.
Torii et al. [32] [33] [34] investigated the heat transfer and pressure-drop penalty for various numbers of transverse rows in staggered finned-tube bundles for Re numbers ranging from 350 to 2100. As shown in Figure 11a , the DWPs were installed beside a single or two transverse tube row(s). For the one-row CFU configuration, the three-row staggered tube bundle resulted in heat transfer augmentation of 10-30% and a pressure-drop reduction of 34-55%, while for the inline tube bank configuration, these were found to be 10-20% augmentation and 8-15% reduction. For the one-row CFD configuration, the three-row staggered tube bundle brought about 5-15% increase in heat transfer enhancement and 2-10% increase in pressure-drop penalty, compared with fin-tube bundles without VGs. In addition, for the two-row CFU configuration, the heat transfer and pressure loss increased by 6-15% and 61-117% in the staggered arrangement, while they increased by 7-9% and 3-9% in an inline arrangement, respectively, compared with the single transverse row case. 
where Z was the heat transferred by per unit temperature difference and per unit core volume, while E was the fan pumping power consumed by per unit core volume. The 3VG array was found to yield better heat transfer performance compared to the single VG pair but also resulted in a higher pressure-drop penalty. For the single-row winglet arrangement, the airside heat transfer coefficient increased by 16.5% to 44% and the pressure drop increased by less than 12%, while for the 3VG array, the heat transfer coefficient increased by 29.9% to 68.8%, and the pressure drop increased by 26% to 87.5%. Chu et al. [84] compared the heat transfer characteristics of fin-tube heat exchangers with RWPs for Re numbers ranging from 500 to 880. Three enhanced configurations, including the inline-1RWP case, the inline-3RWP case, and the inline-7RWP case, were mentioned. The airside heat transfer coefficient increased by 28.1-43.9%, 71.3-87.6%, and 98.9-131%, respectively, for the three enhanced Sommers and Jacobi et al. [41] and Joardar and Jacobi et al. [46] examined the effectiveness of a 3VG alternate-tube inline array for airside heat transfer enhancement (as shown in Figure 11b ). The DWPs were placed in a CFU orientation and were conducted over Re number range of 220 to 960. Volume goodness factors were proposed to evaluate the heat transfer and pressure drop performance, and were defined as:
where Z was the heat transferred by per unit temperature difference and per unit core volume, while E was the fan pumping power consumed by per unit core volume. The 3VG array was found to yield better heat transfer performance compared to the single VG pair but also resulted in a higher pressure-drop penalty. For the single-row winglet arrangement, the airside heat transfer coefficient increased by 16.5% to 44% and the pressure drop increased by less than 12%, while for the 3VG array, the heat transfer coefficient increased by 29.9% to 68.8%, and the pressure drop increased by 26% to 87.5%. Chu et al. [84] compared the heat transfer characteristics of fin-tube heat exchangers with RWPs for Re numbers ranging from 500 to 880. Three enhanced configurations, including the inline-1RWP case, the inline-3RWP case, and the inline-7RWP case, were mentioned. The airside heat transfer coefficient increased by 28.1-43.9%, 71.3-87.6%, and 98.9-131%, respectively, for the three enhanced configurations. The associated pressure drop increased by 11.3-25.1%, 54.4-72%, and 88.8-121.4%, respectively. The area goodness factor (j/f 1/3 versus Re) was used to evaluate the overall performance and the inline-1RWP case showed the best overall performance, followed by the inline-3RWP case and then the inline-7RWP case.
Tian et al. [4] studied the airside heat transfer and fluid flow characteristics of a wavy fin-tube heat exchanger with DWPs for Re numbers varying from 500 to 5000 and analyzed the effects of different geometrical parameters with varying angle α (30 • , 45 • and 60 • ), tube row number (2-4), and wavy angle of the fin θ (0-20 • ). Nu number and factor f both increased with the increase in the angle α, and the case of α = 30 • had the maximum value of factor j/f. The effects of the tube row number on Nu number and factor f were very small, and the case of θ = 5 • showed the minimum Nu number, while factor f always increased with an increase in wavy angle.
Tang et al. [47, 48] investigated the airside heat transfer and fluid friction of nine fin-tube heat exchangers. They investigated three numbers of tube rows (6, 9, and 12) and three types of fin configurations (plain fin, slit fin and fin with DWPs). For Re numbers of 4000 to 10,000, the slit fin was found to provide better overall performance than that with a vortex-generator fin, especially at high Re numbers, and resulted in both higher heat transfer and pressure drop than the other two fins when the tube number was larger than six. Then, five kinds of fin-and-tube heat exchangers, including crimped spiral fin, plain fin, slit fin, fin with DWPs and mixed fin with front six-row vortex-generator fin and rear six-row slit fin (as shown in Figure 12 ) were studied. It was found that a crimped spiral fin provided greater heat transfer and pressure drop than the other four fins, and that the heat exchanger with the mixed fin had better overall performance than the fin with DWPs and that the slit fin offered best heat transfer performance at high Re numbers.
when Zeng et al. [87] carried out a comparative study of effects of angle α, length and height of the DWPs, material, thickness, pitch of fan and tube pitch on heat transfer performance of 18 fin-tube heat exchangers. The intensity of heat transfer was found to greatly increase with an increase of angle α, and an increase in the length and the height of the DWPs was accompanied by an increase in pressure drop. The Nu number and friction factor were almost independent of fin material and fin thickness, but both of them decreased with increasing fin pitch and tube pitch. These factors-fin pitch, longitudinal and transverse tube pitches, angle α, and length and height of the DWPs-were observed to have a significant influence on the JF factor (
), while the fin material and fin thickness had insignificant effects on the JF factor. Wang et al. [57] made a comparative study of the airside performance of fin-tube heat exchangers respectively with plain, louvre and semi-dimple VGs. They tested the fin pitch between 1.6 mm and 2.0 mm and the number of tube rows of 1, 2 and 4. For all the tube rows, the heat transfer coefficient for louvre fin geometry was usually higher than that of semi-dimple VG and plain-fin Zeng et al. [87] carried out a comparative study of effects of angle α, length and height of the DWPs, material, thickness, pitch of fan and tube pitch on heat transfer performance of 18 fin-tube heat exchangers. The intensity of heat transfer was found to greatly increase with an increase of angle α, and an increase in the length and the height of the DWPs was accompanied by an increase in pressure drop. The Nu number and friction factor were almost independent of fin material and fin thickness, but both of them decreased with increasing fin pitch and tube pitch. These factors-fin pitch, longitudinal and transverse tube pitches, angle α, and length and height of the DWPs-were observed to have a significant influence on the JF factor (JF =
1/3 ), while the fin material and fin thickness had insignificant effects on the JF factor.
Wang et al. [57] made a comparative study of the airside performance of fin-tube heat exchangers respectively with plain, louvre and semi-dimple VGs. They tested the fin pitch between 1.6 mm and 2.0 mm and the number of tube rows of 1, 2 and 4. For all the tube rows, the heat transfer coefficient for louvre fin geometry was usually higher than that of semi-dimple VG and plain-fin geometry, except for the cases with one tube row, larger fin pitches and lower frontal velocities. The difference increased with rising velocity, but the difference was smaller at a larger fin pitch. The comparatively effectively swirled motion of the semi-dimple VG charged the increased difference.
Performance of Recently Proposed Vortex Generators
Wang et al. [6, 9] presented the flow visualization and frictional results of enlarged fin-tube heat exchangers with annular and delta winglet VGs at Re numbers between 500 and 3000. With the presence of annular VGs, a pair of longitudinal vortices formed behind the tube and the strength of the counter-rotating vortices increased with the annular height. The strength of the longitudinal vortices was so strong that they may swirl with the horseshoe vortices and other flow stream. For the same winglet height, the delta winglet was found to have more-intensely vorticial motion and flow unsteadiness than the annular winglet, leading to a better mixing phenomenon. The frictional penalty of the proposed vortex generators was about 25-55% higher than that of the plain-fin geometry, and was relatively insensitive to change of Re number.
Lin et al. [15] numerically investigated the average heat transfer and fluid flow characteristics of the staggered circular-tube bank fin heat exchanger with interrupted annular groove VGs (as shown in Figure 2a) for Re numbers ranging from 600 to 2500. The interrupted annular VG surface could not efficiently enhance heat transfer under identical pumping power criteria at lower Re numbers, while excellent performance could be achieved at higher Re numbers. For the tested Re number range, the average friction factor increased by up to 35%, and the average Nu number increased by 10-40%.
Gong et al. [16] performed a numerical simulation of the fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics of fin-tube heat exchangers with punched-curve rectangular vortex generators (RVGs) for Re numbers in the range of 800-3000. The average Nu number, friction factor and secondary flow intensity was found to be larger than that of the reference plain fin at different Re numbers. As shown in Figure 13a , the curve RVGs can not only increase the intensity of secondary flow, but also obviously reduce the area of the wake region. The circumferential position, radial position, base arc length of the VGs and the height of the VGs played an important role in determining the heat transfer performance, with the optimal heat transfer performance found when the leading edge of the VGs was located in the transversal axis of the tube, with large diameter of the base arc length of the VGs and VG heights equal to roughly 0.8 times the fin spacing.
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Gong et al. [16] performed a numerical simulation of the fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics of fin-tube heat exchangers with punched-curve rectangular vortex generators (RVGs) for Re numbers in the range of 800-3000. The average Nu number, friction factor and secondary flow intensity was found to be larger than that of the reference plain fin at different Re numbers. As shown in Figure 13a , the curve RVGs can not only increase the intensity of secondary flow, but also obviously reduce the area of the wake region. The circumferential position, radial position, base arc length of the VGs and the height of the VGs played an important role in determining the heat transfer performance, with the optimal heat transfer performance found when the leading edge of the VGs was located in the transversal axis of the tube, with large diameter of the base arc length of the VGs and VG heights equal to roughly 0.8 times the fin spacing. Lin et al. [104] numerically investigated the heat transfer performance of a staggered fin-tube heat exchanger with curved DWPs punched on the fin surface to reduce the peeling wake area and generate longitudinal vortices at the rear of circular tube. The curved DWPs were found not only to guide the flow to reduce the size of the wake region, but also to generate secondary flow to enhance the heat transfer of the fin surface (as shown in Figure 13b ) under either identical pumping power or Lin et al. [104] numerically investigated the heat transfer performance of a staggered fin-tube heat exchanger with curved DWPs punched on the fin surface to reduce the peeling wake area and generate longitudinal vortices at the rear of circular tube. The curved DWPs were found not only to guide the flow to reduce the size of the wake region, but also to generate secondary flow to enhance the heat transfer of the fin surface (as shown in Figure 13b ) under either identical pumping power or identical mass flow rate constraints. For Re numbers ranging from 1100 to 3000, the average Nu number increased by between 16.1% and 28.7%, while the factor f increased by between 7.6% and 15.2%. The corresponding thermal performance factors [59] experimentally investigated the effects of fin pitches and tube diameters on heat transfer performance for curved DWPs in a heat exchanger. They examined 18 samples with different fin pitches and different tube diameters. The fin patterns with curved DWPs were found to have the potential for effective heat transfer enhancement compared with the counterpart plain fin under an identical pump power. The performances were shown to be dependent on the flow conditions and the fin's geometry parameters. The correlations of Nu number and factor f with Re number, fin collar outside diameter (D) and fin pitch (T) were obtained for the studied Re number range from 500 to 4200.
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where the counterpart plain fin without VGs was selected as a reference for comparison. He et al. [17] experimentally investigated the heat transfer enhancement by V-deployed VG arrays as shown in Figure 2b in a fin-tube heat exchanger for Re numbers in the range of 1400 to 3400. The 10 • VG array induced little thermal improvement, the small pair resulted in heat transfer improvement of up to 32%, and both introduced additional pressure loss of approximately 20-40%. The 30 • VG array and the large pair similarly led to augmentation of 25-55% associated with average pressure-drop penalties of 90% and 140%, respectively, indicating that the 30 • VG array reduced the wake zone of the trailing winglet and mitigates the pressure difference between its fore and aft sides. Performance evaluation using the criteria of the modified area goodness factor (j/f 1/3 versus Re) and the volume goodness factor (the heat transfer coefficient versus the pumping power per unit heat transfer area) indicated the superiority of the heat exchanger with the 30 • VG array.
He et al. [92] examined the heat transfer performance of two DWPs with two layout modes of continuous and discontinuous winglets for Re numbers ranging from 600 to 2600, and investigated the effects of different geometry parameters including the angle (α = 10 • , 20 • , 30 • ) and the layout locations. The VG arrays were found to generate more vortices, and the vortices influenced each other. The vortices generated by the continuous small winglet array can weaken the swirling movement of the fluid. The vortices generated by the large winglets can even affect the whole region along the fin channel height. The increase of angle α resulted in the increase of both heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop, and the arrays with discontinuous winglets for the 30 • case showed the best heat transfer enhancement with a significant augmentation of up to 33.8-70.6% in heat transfer coefficient with a pressure-drop penalty of 43.4-97.2% compared to the plain fin.
Huisseune et al. [95] numerically studied the thermohydraulic performance of a compound heat exchanger with louvre and DWPs for Re numbers ranging from 220 to 915. As shown in Figure 14 , a small fin pitch and large louvre angle caused a strong flow deflection and thus a large contribution of the louvres, but in this case, the generation of longitudinal vortices was suppressed, and thus the effect of the delta winglets was very small, while the delta winglet geometry itself had an important influence for plate-fin-tube heat exchangers.
Wu et al. [22] investigated the heat transfer and fluid flow performance of the composite fin with DWPs and slit fin as shown in Figure 2e for Re numbers ranging from 304 to 2130. The eddies developed behind the X-shaped slit and delta winglet, which not only decreased the wake region size, but also increased the flow velocity in the wake zone, and thus produced some disruptions to fluid flow and enhance heat transfer, leading to better heat transfer performance of the composite fin compared with the plain fin and slit fin. In contrast to the heat exchanger with a plain fin or slit fin, the heat transfer of that with the composite fin can be improved by 77.16-90.21% or 6-36%, and the overall performance can be increased by 26.18-50.89% or 45-14%. effect of the delta winglets was very small, while the delta winglet geometry itself had an important influence for plate-fin-tube heat exchangers. Wu et al. [22] investigated the heat transfer and fluid flow performance of the composite fin with DWPs and slit fin as shown in Figure 2e for Re numbers ranging from 304 to 2130. The eddies developed behind the X-shaped slit and delta winglet, which not only decreased the wake region size, but also increased the flow velocity in the wake zone, and thus produced some disruptions to fluid flow and enhance heat transfer, leading to better heat transfer performance of the composite fin compared with the plain fin and slit fin. In contrast to the heat exchanger with a plain fin or slit fin, the heat transfer of that with the composite fin can be improved by 77.16-90.21% or 6-36%, and the overall performance can be increased by 26.18-50.89% or 45-14%.
Vortex Generators in Finned Flat-Tube Heat Exchangers
Fiebig et al. [29] measured the heat transfer performance of DWPs in fin-tube heat exchangers with either flat or circle tubes in a staggered arrangement for a Re number range of 600 to 3000. As shown in Figure 15 , the DWPs did not have much influence on either the location or the value of this peak for circle tubes, while resulted in dramatically increased Nu numbers in both peak values and fin areas for flat tubes. Nu number peaks for the flat tubes appeared in front of the tubes and at the trailing edge of the DWPs, while they only appeared in front of the tubes for the circle tubes, and were also not as dramatic as those for the flat tubes, because the zone of influence of the longitudinal vortices on the fin was much larger for the flat tubes than for the circle tubes. The heat exchanger element with the flat tubes and DWPs was found to provide nearly twice as much heat transfer and only half as much pressure loss as the corresponding heat exchanger element with round tubes.
Yoo et al. [36] compared the thermohydraulic performances of the staggered flat and circle tube heat exchangers with RWPs for Re numbers varying from 800 to 4500. Average heat transfer coefficients of fin-flat-tube heat exchangers without VGs were much lower than those of fin-circulartube heat exchangers, but fin-flat-tube heat exchangers with VGs had much higher heat transfer value than fin-circular-tube heat exchangers, where the overall average heat transfer coefficient with VGs increased by 75% and 45%, respectively for fin-flat-tube and fin-circle-tube heat exchangers, compared to those without VGs. The fin-flat-tube heat exchangers with VGs were also found to have higher heat transfer efficiency and lower pressure loss than the fin-circular-tube heat exchangers.
Allison and Dally [44] compared the heat transfer performance of a fin-flat-tube heat exchanger with DWPs to a standard louvre fin surface and found that the DWPs had 87% of the heat transfer capacity, but only 53% of the pressure drop of the louvre fin surface. 
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(a) (b) Figure 15 . Span-averaged fin Nu number for different fin-tube heat exchangers [29] . Song et al. [81] studied heat transfer enhancement of a fin-tube heat exchanger with DWPs mounted on both surfaces of the fin for Re numbers between 200 and 1900. DWPs mounted on both surfaces can significantly enhance heat transfer on the fin, but the enhancement depends on the height of the DWPs, whereby large height usually contributes larger enhancement, but is also associated with too high a cost in terms of pumping power, and DWPs with small height mounted Yoo et al. [36] compared the thermohydraulic performances of the staggered flat and circle tube heat exchangers with RWPs for Re numbers varying from 800 to 4500. Average heat transfer coefficients of fin-flat-tube heat exchangers without VGs were much lower than those of fin-circular-tube heat exchangers, but fin-flat-tube heat exchangers with VGs had much higher heat transfer value than fin-circular-tube heat exchangers, where the overall average heat transfer coefficient with VGs increased by 75% and 45%, respectively for fin-flat-tube and fin-circle-tube heat exchangers, compared to those without VGs. The fin-flat-tube heat exchangers with VGs were also found to have higher heat transfer efficiency and lower pressure loss than the fin-circular-tube heat exchangers.
Allison and Dally [44] compared the heat transfer performance of a fin-flat-tube heat exchanger with DWPs to a standard louvre fin surface and found that the DWPs had 87% of the heat transfer capacity, but only 53% of the pressure drop of the louvre fin surface.
Shi et al. [43] focused on the optimal fin spacing (T) for three-row flat-tube bank fins mounted with DWPs. It was found that increasing the fin spacing resulted in a decrease in both average Nu number and factor f, and the optimal fin spacing of about 2 mm in industrial application for the studied configuration of tube bank was suggested based on the performance factor JF =
1/3 . Song et al. [81] studied heat transfer enhancement of a fin-tube heat exchanger with DWPs mounted on both surfaces of the fin for Re numbers between 200 and 1900. DWPs mounted on both surfaces can significantly enhance heat transfer on the fin, but the enhancement depends on the height of the DWPs, whereby large height usually contributes larger enhancement, but is also associated with too high a cost in terms of pumping power, and DWPs with small height mounted on both surfaces of the fin can lead to heat transfer enhancement with less power cost.
Chang et al. [82] numerically studied the relationship between the intensity of the secondary flow and the strength of convective heat transfer in a channel formed by a flat-tube bank with DWPs for Re numbers ranging 300 to 1700. The secondary flow was found not to greatly change the boundary layer characteristics, particularly for beginning region of boundary layer. A cross-averaged absolute vorticity
, ω is the vorticity) was proposed to account for the secondary flow effects on the convective heat transfer. However, it could not quantify the effects of developing boundary layer.
Song and Wang [98] 
Vortex Generators in Finned Oval-Tube Heat Exchanger
Chen et al. [71] numerically investigated the thermohydraulic performance of finned oval-tube heat exchanger elements with two to four staggered DWPs (α = 30 • , Λ = 2, h = H, h and H are the height of winglet and channel, respectively) in staggered arrangements for Re = 300. The larger influenced area and intensity of the fluid motion normal to the flow direction by the longitudinal vortices from the staggered arrangement was found to bring larger heat transfer enhancement than in an inline arrangement. For the studied cases, the largest thermohydraulic performance factor ((j/j 0 )/(f /f 0 )) was found to be up to 1.151 and 1.097 for a finned oval tube with two and four staggered winglets, respectively.
Tiwari et al. [74] carried out numerical study of laminar flow and heat transfer in a heat exchanger element with oval tube and multiple delta winglets. As shown in Figure 16 , the oval tube dramatically reduced the vortex shedding behind it than the circular tube, where this lack of vortex shedding can lower the pressure drop, and the winglets generated longitudinal vortices in the downstream to interrupt the growth of the boundary layer on the channel walls, leading to the combinations of oval tube and the winglet pairs improving the heat transfer significantly, especially in the stagnation zone of tubes. The mean span-averaged Nu number for the case of four winglet pairs (each two in sequence having a staggered configuration, inner pair in CFD and outer pair in CFU arrangement) was found to be about 100% higher than the no-winglet case with Re = 1000. 
Chen et al. [71] numerically investigated the thermohydraulic performance of finned oval-tube heat exchanger elements with two to four staggered DWPs (α = 30°, Λ = 2, h = H, h and H are the height of winglet and channel, respectively) in staggered arrangements for Re = 300. The larger influenced area and intensity of the fluid motion normal to the flow direction by the longitudinal vortices from the staggered arrangement was found to bring larger heat transfer enhancement than in an inline arrangement. For the studied cases, the largest thermohydraulic performance factor ((j/j0)/(f/f0)) was found to be up to 1.151 and 1.097 for a finned oval tube with two and four staggered winglets, respectively.
Tiwari et al. [74] carried out numerical study of laminar flow and heat transfer in a heat exchanger element with oval tube and multiple delta winglets. As shown in Figure 16 , the oval tube dramatically reduced the vortex shedding behind it than the circular tube, where this lack of vortex shedding can lower the pressure drop, and the winglets generated longitudinal vortices in the downstream to interrupt the growth of the boundary layer on the channel walls, leading to the combinations of oval tube and the winglet pairs improving the heat transfer significantly, especially in the stagnation zone of tubes. The mean span-averaged Nu number for the case of four winglet pairs (each two in sequence having a staggered configuration, inner pair in CFD and outer pair in CFU arrangement) was found to be about 100% higher than the no-winglet case with Re = 1000. Prabhakar et al. [75] investigated the effect of the arrangements of multiple delta winglets on heat transfer. Vorticial motion produced by the staggered arrangement was found to be stronger than that produced by the inline arrangement, the strength of the horseshoe vortex system was much less than that of the longitudinal vortices generated by the winglets, and the winglets farther away from the tube induced more heat transfer enhancement than the nearer winglets.
O'Brien et al. [40] investigated the convective heat transfer in a narrow rectangular duct which was fitted with an oval tube and one or two DWPs. As shown in Figure 17 , each winglet produced a primary vortex and a corner horseshoe-type vortex, and the primary vortex located directly downstream of the VGs and was formed by flow separation along the top edge of the winglets, while Prabhakar et al. [75] investigated the effect of the arrangements of multiple delta winglets on heat transfer. Vorticial motion produced by the staggered arrangement was found to be stronger than that produced by the inline arrangement, the strength of the horseshoe vortex system was much less than that of the longitudinal vortices generated by the winglets, and the winglets farther away from the tube induced more heat transfer enhancement than the nearer winglets.
O'Brien et al. [40] investigated the convective heat transfer in a narrow rectangular duct which was fitted with an oval tube and one or two DWPs. As shown in Figure 17 , each winglet produced a primary vortex and a corner horseshoe-type vortex, and the primary vortex located directly downstream of the VGs and was formed by flow separation along the top edge of the winglets, while the corner vortex located outside of the main vortex and developed like a horseshoe vortex on the upstream-facing pressure side of the winglets. The addition of the single winglet pair to the oval-tube geometry was found to yield significant heat transfer enhancement, averaging 38% higher and less than 10% pressure-drop increase than the oval tube without winglets, and the cases of oval tube plus one pair of winglets and that plus two pairs of winglets yielded similar mean heat transfer results, except at the highest Re numbers where the single winglet pair configuration produced higher heat transfer.
upstream-facing pressure side of the winglets. The addition of the single winglet pair to the oval-tube geometry was found to yield significant heat transfer enhancement, averaging 38% higher and less than 10% pressure-drop increase than the oval tube without winglets, and the cases of oval tube plus one pair of winglets and that plus two pairs of winglets yielded similar mean heat transfer results, except at the highest Re numbers where the single winglet pair configuration produced higher heat transfer. Lotfi et al. [20, 21] investigated heat transfer and pressure-drop characteristics of flow in smooth wavy fin-tube heat exchangers with four recently proposed VGs, as shown in Figure 2d , for Re numbers ranging from 500 to 3000. RTWs were found to generate better heat transfer enhancement at larger angle α (in the range 15-75°) than CARWs and ARWs. This was because the RTWs had the largest facing area to the air flow, which induced the strongest streamwise vortices. The CARWs showed better performance at larger angle α due to the curvature of the structure itself, with the largest projective area facing the airflow. The WWs were also successful and significantly improved the enhancement of the heat transfer, particularly at high Re numbers. The small width-to-length aspect ratio showed a better thermohydraulic performance as a result of the smaller angle between the sidewalls. The comparison of Colburn factor j and Fanning friction factor f for the ARWs, CARWs and RTWs are shown in Figure 18 . Proposed correlations to estimate the values of the average Nu number, friction factor f and synergy angle θ based on the Re number, attack angle α, tube ellipticity ratio e and wavy fin height H were obtained as below. Lotfi et al. [20, 21] investigated heat transfer and pressure-drop characteristics of flow in smooth wavy fin-tube heat exchangers with four recently proposed VGs, as shown in Figure 2d , for Re numbers ranging from 500 to 3000. RTWs were found to generate better heat transfer enhancement at larger angle α (in the range 15-75 • ) than CARWs and ARWs. This was because the RTWs had the largest facing area to the air flow, which induced the strongest streamwise vortices. The CARWs showed better performance at larger angle α due to the curvature of the structure itself, with the largest projective area facing the airflow. The WWs were also successful and significantly improved the enhancement of the heat transfer, particularly at high Re numbers. The small width-to-length aspect ratio showed a better thermohydraulic performance as a result of the smaller angle between the sidewalls. The comparison of Colburn factor j and Fanning friction factor f for the ARWs, CARWs and RTWs are shown in Figure 18 . Proposed correlations to estimate the values of the average Nu number, friction factor f and synergy angle θ based on the Re number, attack angle α, tube ellipticity ratio e and wavy fin height H were obtained as below. 
for 500 ≤ Re ≤ 3000, 15° ≤ α ≤ 75°, 0.65 ≤ e ≤ 1, and 0.8 mm ≤ H ≤ 1.6 mm.
(a) (b) Figure 18 . Effects on Colburn factor j and friction factor f at attack angles 30° and 60° [20] . (a) Colburn factor j. (b) Friction factor f. RTW: rectangular trapezoidal winglet; ARW: angle rectangular winglet; CARW: curved angle rectangular winglet.
Concluding Remarks
The airside thermohydraulic performance of heat transfer surfaces associated with VGs has been reviewed for the purpose of generating a better understanding of the complex interactions of flow and heat transfer and the goal of developing higher-performance heat transfer surfaces for specific applications. Different types of VGs are reported, with particular attention to VGs developed in recent years. Key experimental techniques and numerical methodologies are summarized, with special attention to flow visualization and local heat transfer measurement. Flow phenomena and thermohydraulic performance are studied for different heat transfer surfaces employing VGs attached on flat plates and VGs mounted on fins in finned tube heat exchangers. The effects of the geometry parameters of the heat transfer surfaces and flow conditions on the thermohydraulic performance are presented and discussed. Furthermore, special attention is given to the thermohydraulic performance of the heat transfer surfaces with recently proposed VGs. The key findings in the paper are following.
VGs attached on flat plates lead to heat transfer enhancement by the mixing of fluid between the wall and the core region for a laminar flow and the secondary flow and the frequent boundary layer interruptions for a turbulent flow. VGs mounted on finned tube heat exchangers can significantly improve the overall performance due to the nozzle-like flow passages and the strong swirling motion originating from the streamwise longitudinal vortices those result in the enhancement of the thermal mixing of the fluid, a delay of the boundary layer separation and a reduction of the size of the tube wake. Finned flat-tube heat exchanger with VGs can have higher heat transfer potential than finned circular-tube heat exchangers; this can be attributed to the horseshoe vortices formed around the tube, which enhance the heat transfer considerably. The combinations of oval tube and VGs can improve the heat transfer significantly, especially in the stagnation zone of tubes, due to the lack of vortex shedding behind oval tubes and generated longitudinal vortices in the downstream of the VGs. All studies (analytic, numerical and experimental) show that both heat transfer and pressure drop increase with Re number, and the overall performance of heat transfer surfaces with VGs usually 
VGs attached on flat plates lead to heat transfer enhancement by the mixing of fluid between the wall and the core region for a laminar flow and the secondary flow and the frequent boundary layer interruptions for a turbulent flow. VGs mounted on finned tube heat exchangers can significantly improve the overall performance due to the nozzle-like flow passages and the strong swirling motion originating from the streamwise longitudinal vortices those result in the enhancement of the thermal mixing of the fluid, a delay of the boundary layer separation and a reduction of the size of the tube wake. Finned flat-tube heat exchanger with VGs can have higher heat transfer potential than finned circular-tube heat exchangers; this can be attributed to the horseshoe vortices formed around the tube, which enhance the heat transfer considerably. The combinations of oval tube and VGs can improve the heat transfer significantly, especially in the stagnation zone of tubes, due to the lack of vortex shedding behind oval tubes and generated longitudinal vortices in the downstream of the VGs. All studies (analytic, numerical and experimental) show that both heat transfer and pressure drop increase with Re number, and the overall performance of heat transfer surfaces with VGs usually improves with an increase in Re number, but that the rate of heat transfer coefficient increase reduces with Re number. Many investigations focused on VGs attached on flat plates and finned circular-tube heat exchangers, while few studies concentrated on VGs mounted in finned flat-tube and finned oval-tube heat exchangers. The indications of heat transfer augmentation are usually dimensionless factors comparing the heat transfer and fluid friction, including j/j 0 , f /f 0 , (j/j 0 )/(f /f 0 ), (Nu/Nu 0 )/(f /f 0 ), j/f 1/3 , (j/j 0 )/(f /f 0 ) 1/3 , (Nu/Nu 0 )/(f /f 0 ) 1/3 . From a thermodynamic point of view, j/f 1/3 , (j/j 0 )/(f /f 0 ) 1/3 , (Nu/Nu 0 )/(f /f 0 ) 1/3 are recommended for performance evaluation. The VG type, attack angle, attack angle ratio and configurations of the tube and VGs can have important influences on the overall performance and show combined effects. Winglets are usually more effective than the wings and delta pairs are commonly a little more efficient than rectangular pairs. The increase of attack angle and attack angle ratio up to a maximum commonly leads to improvement of heat transfer enhancement. The tube row configuration with changed diameters can result in better thermohydraulic performance. Recently proposed vortex generators, including rectangular wings with the four corners cut off, interrupted annular VGs, V-deployed VG arrays, curved generator surfaces, punched holes, compound surfaces and DWPs in CFU arrangement, can all result in improved overall thermohydraulic performance of heat transfer surfaces compared with those employing traditional VGs. In conclusion, fundamental understanding of the interactions of flow and heat transfer caused by VGs in extended surface heat exchangers has been indicated, and the most important design correlations for the optimal performance have been established.
Recommendations for Future Works
Based on the investigations published on airside heat transfer augmentation on heat transfer surfaces using vortex generators, several suggestions and recommendations are listed for future works. In comparison to finned circular-tube heat exchangers with VGs, finned flat-tube and finned oval-tube heat exchangers with VGs are expected to have a smaller airside pressure drop and improved airside heat transfer coefficients; therefore, more effort should be made to conduct experiments and simulations over a wider range of test parameters for these two types of heat exchanger. Further research needs to be carried out to develop the universal design correlations for the optimal performance of heat exchangers using VGs in the extended surfaces. When investigators develop these correlations, it is strongly suggested that the geometry parameters and the data reduction methods are clearly addressed. In addition, before using certain correlations, the designer and engineer should carefully examine the detailed data of heat transfer surface geometry and operation condition and the applicability and limitation of the correlation. The present optimization of heat exchange is often based on thermohydraulic performance, but manufacturing difficulty and fin efficiency must always be borne in mind. Therefore, optimization methods with cost-based objective functions that consider the thermohydraulic performance and capital cost reduction, as well as safety and compliance with relevant international standards, are recommended. Considering that the heat exchanger is a vital thermodynamic system component and its thermohydraulic performance is a key parameter in overall system design, more work is required on the influence of the improved heat transfer surfaces on the whole system size and lifecycle cost. 
